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This is intended as a working active demonstration only. Every 
attempt has been made to replicate the AirLogix® control 
system.  However, limitations in the software used to create 
the demo prevent an exact replica. Minor differences may 
exist between the AirLogix® control system and this 
demonstration.

Case has mature compressed air solutions built on other 
platforms and more such installations than everyone else 
combined.
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At any point during the Demo click the Case Controls logo to return to the Main Screen.



The AirLogix® Main Operator Screen has a wealth of information about your compressor.  

Click on the input text below to see how to customize your screen to display what is most 

important.

At any point during the Demo click the Case Controls logo to return to the Main Screen.



The AirLogix® Main Operator Screen allows custom configuration of the data that is most 

important to the user.  Choose the data to be displayed and press Select.



The AirLogix® Main Operator Screen conveniently displays configuration data.  Click on the 

input numeric values below to see analog input configuration information.



Input configuration data is easily accessible from the AirLogix® Main Operator Screen.  Start 

permissive, warning and trip values can be viewed.  Press [Close] to continue.



The AirLogix® control system maintains a constant system pressure.  The desired pressure 

setpoint can be changed from the AirLogix® Main Operator Screen.  Press on the [Pressure 

Setpoint] below to change the setpoint.



A numeric keypad will appear to facilitate the setpoint entry.  Once the desired setpoint is 

entered, press the Enter key ◄



Oil temperature is too low to start the compressor.  Click [HERE] to heat the oil and prepare to 

start the compressor.



Now that the Start Permissive Display reads “Ready To Start”.  Press the [Start Button] to 

start the compressor.



First the inlet valve opens to start position.  Real time data is displayed during the start-up. The 

red needle illustrates Motor Current. Press the [Load] button to load the compressor.



The inlet valve opens until Motor Current has reached DTL (Dynamic Throttle Limit). 

“Controlling to DTL” is displayed below the valve to indicate it is throttling to maintain the 

necessary amperage to prevent surge.  Press the Bypass Valve to start building pressure.



The bypass valve closes to build pressure. “Controlling to Pressure” is displayed below the 

valve to indicate it is throttling to maintain the desired pressure. Press the Inlet Valve to 

continue.



With the bypass valve closed and pressure below setpoint, the indication below the valve 

changes to “Controlling to Pressure” to indicate the valve is throttling to maintain the desired 

pressure.  Press the Inlet Valve to continue.



With pressure below setpoint and amperage approaching FLA (Full Load Amps), the indication 

below the valve changes to “Controlling to FLA” to indicate the valve is throttling to maintain the 

maximum allowed amperage.  Press the Inlet Valve to continue.



As demand decreases, pressure rises above setpoint.  The bypass valve remains closed to 

prevent unnecessary blow off.  The inlet valve begins to throttle back to maintain pressure.  

Press the Inlet Valve to continue.



As pressure remains above set point, the inlet valve closes and amperage continues to 

decrease.  As amperage approaches DTL, the inlet throttles to maintain DTL and prevent 

surge. Press the Bypass Valve to continue.



With the inlet throttling to DTL and pressure above setpoint, the bypass valve must open to 

relieve pressure.  The bypass throttles to maintain the desired pressure.  Use the Navigation 

Buttons at the bottom of the screen to continue to explore the AirLogix controller.



With the inlet throttling amperage to DTL and pressure above setpoint, the bypass valve must 

open to relieve pressure.  The bypass throttles to maintain the desired pressure.  Use the 

Navigation Buttons at the bottom of the screen to continue to explore the AirLogix controller.



When the Stop button is pressed, the Stop Confirmation pop up screen is displayed.  This 

prevents an accidental stop of the compressor.  Press [Yes] to stop the compressor or Press 

[No] to cancel the stop command.  If the compressor is loaded when the stop is confirmed, it 

will unload prior to stopping. 



When the Unload button is pressed, the Unload Confirmation pop up screen is displayed.  This 

prevents an accidental unload of the compressor.  Press [Yes] to unload the compressor or 

Press [No] to cancel the unload command.



The AirMaster™ Compressor Overview screen shows all the pertinent compressor information 

including the status of each compressor, compressor priority and machine critical information.



The AirMaster™ Parameters screen is used to configure the compressor automation. All 

changes are completed in one location and broadcast to all units on the network when the 

Send AirMaster Parameters button is pressed. The new parameters are entered in the “New” 

column.  Once transmitted, they are updated in the “Current” column



This screen determines the available reserve compressor throttle capacity of any running 

compressors.  If the unused capacity is sufficient to unload the trim compressor, AirMaster™ 

will automatically unload a compressor to run the system more efficiently.



This screen displays the AirMaster™ Auto Functions configuration.  The Bypass Pressure 

Offset allows AirMaster™ to eliminate or reduce bypassing air.  Auto Rotation automatically 

rotates compressor priorities to help evenly distribute run time.



The Event History shows the date and time of the last 200 alarms and trips.  It also displays 

events such as starts/stops/loads/unloads and setpoint changes.  Press the [Alarm Help]

button for help troubleshooting individual alarms.



The Event History Help screen provides tips to diagnose the most common problems. Choose 

the warning or trip from the list and AirLogix® will display troubleshooting tips for each event.



Live and Historical data can be trended from the PanelView. Click the [User Defined] trend for 

an illustration.



Trend screens provide live data and historic data.  The AirLogix holds approximately 6 hours of 

historical data. This trend can be configured by the operator to display any data points 

monitored by the system.  In addition, the Y-axis scale can be modified to zoom in/out on 

specific data points. 



The User Defined Status screen allows the user to decide which inputs they want to view.  The 

screen can be configured to display any analog input as well as other useful information 

provided by the AirLogix® control system.



The Navigation Menu combined with the lower button bar provides navigation to all of the 

system displays for the AirLogix® system.



The Compressor Information screen provides various hour meters and motor power data.  The 

Cost / kWh can be customized with actual cost information to provide a more accurate cost 

estimate.



The help screen contains detailed information on the vibration logging screens.   The scaling for 

the graphical data can also be configured here.



AirLogix® captures the peak vibration for each stage during startup and displays it here in 

tabular format.  The last 20 peaks are displayed here for analysis.



AirLogix® captures the peak vibration for each stage during startup and displays it here in 

graphical format. The last 20 peaks are displayed here for analysis.



AirLogix® captures the peak vibration for each stage while the compressor is running and 

displays it here in tabular format.  The last 20 peaks are displayed here for analysis.  If the 

compressor runs continuously a new peak will be captured every day.



AirLogix® captures the peak vibration for each stage while the compressor is running and 

displays it here in graphical format.  The last 20 peaks are displayed here for analysis.  If the 

compressor runs continuously a new peak will be captured every day.



AirLogix® captures the peak vibration for each stage while the compressor is coasting down 

and displays it here in tabular format.  The last 20 peaks are displayed here for analysis.



AirLogix® captures the peak vibration for each stage while the compressor is coasting down 

and displays it here in graphical format.  The last 20 peaks are displayed here for analysis.



This screen contains the software version number and information to contact Case 

Engineering.  The processor’s and PanelView’s Ethernet communication parameters are also 

displayed here.



The copyrighted software or “source code” is the property of Case Engineering, Inc. It is 

licensed to users for installation and use on one centrifugal compressor per license.



The copyrighted software or “source code” is the property of Case Engineering, Inc. It is 

licensed to users for installation and use on one centrifugal compressor per license.



The PanelView configuration screen allows access to certain configurations such as 

communication parameters and date/time settings.



The AirLogix® provides configurable maintenance timers.  When the time elapsed reaches the 

set point, an alarm banner will be displayed to provide reminders for preventative maintenance.



The AirLogix® provides some basic automation functionality. Here the compressor is 

configured to automatically start, load, unload, and stop based on the local system pressure.



The Trip Data screens are a useful troubleshooting tool  The AirLogix® control system displays 

5 seconds of data leading up to the last three trip events.



The PanelView Diagnostic Display screen shows internal PanelView events and errors.  This 

screen can be useful in troubleshooting various PanelView issues.



Dynamic Throttle Limit (DTL) is used to protect the compressor from surge and reduce energy 

consumption. The surge line is continuously calculated based on discharge pressure and inlet 

air density. The surge testing procedures determine the parameters for this algorithm.



The AirLogix® control system utilizes a 10’ touchscreen display.  This screen allows the 

touchscreen to be cleaned without danger of making any unintended changes or shutting the 

compressor down.



All Setup Screens can be viewed by anyone.  However, to modify a setup parameter an authorized 
user must login using their credentials when prompted.



Once logged in - Press the selection area in black to the right of each item in the list will toggle through 
the selection options or provide a pop-up keypad to enter the required information



For each input an On/Off indication or a red X is displayed under the input identification.  When the 
input is enabled, the On/Off indication will display the current state of the input.  When the input is 

disabled, the red “X” is displayed.

To configure an input, press the input to be configured.  
The Discrete Input details screen will be opened.



Once logged in, parameters may be modified by pressing the field associated with the header to be 
modified.



Once logged in, parameters may be modified by pressing the field associated with the header to be 
modified.



Once logged in, parameters may be modified by pressing the field associated with the header to be 
modified.

Press [Enable/Disable] to enable or disable the input.  The indicator in 
the upper right-hand corner indicates if the condition is True or False



Once logged in, parameters may be modified by pressing the field associated with the header to be 
modified.

Press [Enable/Disable] to enable or disable the input.  The indicator in 
the upper right-hand corner indicates if the condition is True or False



Once logged in, parameters may be modified by pressing the field associated with the header to be 
modified.



Once logged in, parameters may be modified by pressing the field associated with the header to be 
modified.



Once logged in, parameters may be modified by pressing the field associated with the header to be 
modified.



Once logged in, parameters may be modified by pressing the field associated with the header to be 
modified.



Once logged in, parameters may be modified by pressing the field associated with the header to be 
modified.



Once logged in, parameters may be modified by pressing the field associated with the header to be 
modified.



Once logged in, parameters may be modified by pressing the field associated with the header to be 
modified.



Once logged in, parameters may be modified by pressing the field associated with the header to be 
modified.



Once logged in, parameters may be modified by pressing the field associated with the header to be 
modified.



Once logged in, parameters may be modified by pressing the field associated with the header to be 
modified.



Once logged in, parameters may be modified by pressing the field associated with the header to be 
modified.



Once logged in, parameters may be modified by pressing the field associated with the header to be 
modified.



For each analog input a value or red X is displayed to the right of the input identification.  When the 
input is enabled, the input’s analog value will be displayed.  When the input is disabled, a red “X” is 

displayed.

To configure an input, press the desired input.  The Analog Input Detail screen will be opened. Press 
the [Oil Temperature] input for a demonstration 



Enter 
“High/Low” 
Set Points

Press [Enable/Disable] to enable or disable the input. Configure High and Low, Start Permissive, 
Warning, and Trip Set Points as required by the analog input. 

The user must be logged in to modify the parameters on this screen.  Press the field 
associated with the set point to be modified.



For each analog input a value or red X is displayed to the right of the input identification.  When the 
input is enabled, the input’s analog value will be displayed.  When the input is disabled, a red “X” is 

displayed.

To configure an input, press the desired input.  The Analog 
Input Detail screen will be opened.



To configure an input, press the desired input.  The 
Analog Input Detail screen will be opened.

For each analog input a value or red X is displayed to the right of the input identification.  When the 
input is enabled, the input’s analog value will be displayed.  When the input is disabled, a red “X” is 

displayed.



For each analog input a value or red X is displayed to the right of the input identification.  When the 
input is enabled, the input’s analog value will be displayed.  When the input is disabled, a red “X” is 

displayed.

To configure an input, press the desired input.  The 
Analog Input Detail screen will be opened.



Once logged in, parameters may be modified by pressing the field 
associated with the header to be modified.



Once logged in, parameters may be modified by pressing the field 
associated with the header to be modified.



Once logged in, parameters may be modified by pressing the field 
associated with the header to be modified.



Once logged in, parameters may be modified by pressing the field 
associated with the header to be modified.



Configure compressor control signals here.  



Once logged in, parameters may be modified by pressing the field 
associated with the header to be modified.



Press “Inlet Mode” or “Bypass Mode” to toggle the valve between 
“Auto/Manual” modes.



Press “Inlet Mode” or “Bypass Mode” to toggle the valve between 
“Auto/Manual” modes.



Press “Inlet Mode” or “Bypass Mode” to toggle the valve between 
“Auto/Manual” modes.



This screen provides access to the PID parameters and is used for 
tuning compressor response to plant demand changes. 





Data captured from Surge tests is entered here.





Multiple Security Levels protect the system configuration. Log in to 
change system parameters.






